Benefits:

Ground to Cloud Standard
Migration Assessment

FREE Standard Migration Assessment on Moving
Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 to the Cloud
Are you able to keep your business
running when staff may be required to
work remotely? Can you ensure ERP
system updates and integrity when no
one is in the office to support it?
Recent events have demonstrated that
business systems and data readily and
remotely available in the cloud is more
than just efficient and cost-effective
— in many cases, it is now absolutely
necessary.
If you’re using an on-premises version of
Microsoft Dynamics AX, there has never
been a better time, reason or way to get
started and take next steps toward the
cloud.

Dynamics AX 2012 is being
sunsetted; Microsoft offering
migration funds
With an end of support date of October
2021, Microsoft no longer supports
Dynamics AX 2012. If you are like
most businesses using this legacy
platform, chances are you have a highly
customized system, a large number of
users, or often found the timing for a
migration was never quite right.
But the time is now, in fact, it ran out,
and Microsoft is doing all it can to help
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customers on older platforms create a
plan for digital transformation, starting
with the most foundational systems.
As part of our continued commitment
to our customers, ArganoArbela, in
partnership with Microsoft, is offering a
FREE first step to assess the feasibility
of migration: a Standard Migration
Assessment that outlines where you are
now and what the best next steps may
be to move from Dynamics AX 2012 to
Dynamics 365 Finance and Supply Chain
Management.

The cloud awaits
Dynamics 365 Finance and Supply Chain
Management has the functionality you
expect, but with the additional benefits
of the cloud:.
• Instant, endless scalability
• No manual maintenance or updates
• Easier integrations with other systems
and data streams
In addition to assessing cloud-readiness
based on your budget, timing and
existing solution, ArganoArbela will also
assess applicability of built-in features
of Microsoft Dynamics 365, PowerApps
and Power BI.
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• Guidance and on-demand content
from Microsoft andArbela
• No-charge, no-obligation in-depth
analysis
• Recommendations based
onscope, timing, and budget
• Exclusive offers and financial
assistance for qualified
DynamicsAX customers
• High-level plan outlining
deployment, cost and
customizations

Requirements:
• Current Dynamics AX customer
• Current in EnhancementSupport
• ArganoArbela is your Partner of
Recordwith Microsoft
Leveraging the Microsoft stack, we will
deliver a migration plan and overall
solution that does even more to support
your strategic goals. One of the key
benefits of the plan is to sprint and
create a Dynamics 365 system, using
your data. Ultimately, this approach is
intended to offer less complexity, more
security, provide a scalable platform for
post-COVID-19 operations, and provide
significant cost savings.
ArganoArbela will assess your
cloud-readiness for free: no further
commitment required. Contact us at
info@arbelatech.com or call us at 1
(888) 319-4439.
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